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ABSTRACT
The use of Industry foundation classes (IFC) data can facilitate interoperability of building
information modeling (BIM) among different applications to alleviate the problems of information
missing and inconsistency. By virtue of its goodwill of transparency and openness, IFC data can
be opened and viewed in any text editor. But it normally requires a significant amount of effort
when manually interpreting IFC data, due to (1) its large number of entities; and (2) the complex
connections between one entity and another. On the other hand, the explanations of IFC entities in
the IFC schema specifications are difficult to understand or verify. To address such difficulties, in
this paper, an empirical data-driven approach is proposed for achieving a systematic understanding
of entity definitions in an IFC schema. The approach utilizes IFC data and schema in a synergistic
way, to facilitate such systematic understanding. Experimental testing is used to serve as
verifications of the understanding and accrue the understanding, along with which byproduct BIM
tools will be developed. The proposed approach was tested on understanding entities for geometric
representations in the IFC2X3_TC1 schema. Through the experimental testing, systematic
understanding of 62 IFC entities were obtained, and a visualization algorithm was developed and
implemented based on this understanding.
INTRODUCTION
Building information modeling was created with interoperability in mind. However, BIM
interoperability problems have been repeatedly reported (Young et al. 2009). For example, the
widely known NIST report (Gallaher et al. 2004) estimated the cost due to the lack of
interoperability in the capital facilities industry to be $15.8 billion/year in the US. Solving the
interoperability problem requires an agreement on data representation protocols, which led to the
development of multiple BIM data standards such as CIMSteel Integration Standards (CIS/2) and
industry foundation classes (IFC) (Isikdag et al. 2007). While the CIS/2 defines a data exchange
format for structural steel project (NIST 2017), IFC was designed to be a comprehensive data
schema covering all grounds for the building and construction industry. IFC is open and neutral,
and registered as ISO 16739. By virtue of its goodwill of transparency and openness, IFC data can
be opened and viewed in any text editor. However, in spite of the elaborate documentation of IFC
schema that is freely available, it normally requires a significant amount of effort when manually
interpreting IFC data, due to (1) its large number of entities; and (2) the complex connections
between one entity and another. Furthermore, without referencing tangible data samples, the
explanations of each individual entity and its attributes appear to be isolated islands that are
difficult to be connected with each other. It is also difficult to verify if a reader’s understanding of
the entity/attributes explanations is accurate. To address this problem, the author proposes an
empirical data-driven approach to facilitate understanding and verification of the specifications
that explain entities and attributes in an IFC schema. The approach takes advantage of freely
available IFC data and builds tools on top of it. A correct understanding of the entities and
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attributes can be easily verified by observing and analyzing outputs from the tools built, through
comparison with existing BIM tools.
BACKGROUND
BIM interoperability and IFC standard
The lack of interoperability is a major barrier to BIM and one of the top issues that need to
be addressed to improve the value of BIM (Poirier et al. 2014; Young et al. 2009). The
interoperability problem reveals itself in multiple dimensions, such as technological, procedural,
organizational, and contextual dimensions which are interrelated with each other (Poirier et al.
2014). The importance of this BIM interoperability problem led to many research efforts, among
which a heavy trend towards technological discussions around IFC was observed (Poirier et al.
2014).
The IFC standard is deemed a promising open data standard for building and construction
industry data. It was defined using the Standard for Exchange of Product model data (STEP)
language that was registered as ISO 10303; and IFC was registered as ISO 16739
(buildingSMART 2017). The IFC standard consists of over 600 entity definitions and over 300
property sets. Geometric representation usually takes a large portion of entities in an IFC data. For
example, in the “Duplex Apartment” IFC data published by buildingSMARTalliance of the
National Institute of Building Sciences (will be referred to as Duplex Apartment Data hereafter)
(East 2013), more than 71.6% (27866* out of 38898) of the entities were directly used for
representing geometric information. A building element in IFC may have multiple geometric
representations such as “Body” and “Axis” (Geiger et al. 2015). Correspondingly, different types
of geometric representations utilize different types of geometric models. For example, “Body”
geometric representation uses “SolidModel”, whereas “Axis” geometric representation uses
“Curve2D.” Within “SolidModel” three major subtypes are defined, including “Swept Solid,”
“Boolean Results,” and “Brep Bodies” (buildingSMART 2014a). IFC data using certain geometric
models are straightforward to understand such as “Curve2D.” For example, Fig. 1 shows a
“Curve2D” type of geometric representation in the Duplex Apartment Data. It can be easily
understood as a “Curve2D” represented by an IfcPolyline**, which is further represented by two
IfcCartesianPoint instances with (X, Y) coordinate values of (7.875799999999975, -11.825) and
(7.875799999999981, -8.075000000000001), respectively. IFC data using certain geometric
models are not easy to understand, such as “Clipping,” which is a subtype of “Boolean Results.”
For example, Figure 2 shows a “Clipping” type of geometric representation in the Duplex
Apartment Data. While it is not difficult to see the “Clipping” is represented by the difference
between the IfcExtrudedAreaSolid (#24580) and the IfcPolygonalBoundedHalfSpace (#24592),
how the geometric details are represented, especially how the IfcPolygonalBoundedHalfSpace is
represented,
is
not
readily
observable.
The
conceptual
illustration
for
IfcPolygonalBoundedHalfSpace provided by buildingSMART (buildingSMART 2014b) comes to
great help in facilitating such understanding, by clearly laying out the relative positions of IfcPlane
(#24589), object placement represented as IfxAxis2Placement3D (#24588), agreement flag
(second argument in #24592), and polygonal boundary represented as IfcPolyline (#24586), as
well as how they are used to form the “half space.” Nevertheless, without reference to sample data,
*counting instances in 31 types of IFC entities for geometric representation, such as ifccartesianpoint, ifcpolyline,
and ifcface from the data file “Duplex_A_20110907.ifc”
**for readability, IFC entity names will be represented in CamelCase rather than UPPER CASE
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doubts can occur. For example, in the explanation of IfcPolygonalBoundedHalfSpace provided by
buildingSMART (buildingSMART2014b), the use of agreement flag is explained as “If the
agreement flag is TRUE, then the subset is the one the normal points away from. If the agreement
flag is FALSE, then the subset is the one the normal points into.” Doubts on this true meaning of
agreement flag may arise for two reasons: (1) normally TRUE is used to refer to the positive case
(i.e., the direction the normal points into); and (2) the potential ambiguity of “away from” caused
by the unbounded nature of a half space, because both the positive case and negative case seem
reasonable to say it is the one the normal points away from, considering that in the positive case
the half space can be regarded as the departure of the normal. Without testing, such doubts are not
easy to get cleared.

Figure 1. Sample geometric data using “Curve2D”

Figure 2. Sample geometric data using “Clipping”
BIM visualization
Visualization of the geometry is an important part of almost all BIM software that support
IFC. Corresponding to the main objective of each BIM software, the visualization comes at
different levels of details and effects. Figure 3 shows the visualization results of the same portion
of the Duplex Apartment Data by different BIM software such as BIM Vision, Constructivity,
DDS CAD Viewer, and Solibri Model Viewer, using their respective default settings.
All visualization effects come from the geometric data in a BIM model, a systematic
understanding of geometric data is therefore not only important for creating the needed
visualization for a BIM tool development, but also important for many BIM research that relies on
the geometric data as part of the information need. Moreover, such understanding is critical for the
intended interoperability of BIM.
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Figure 3. Sample visualization in different BIM software
IFC data processing
By virtue of the openness of IFC, many programming resources for accessing and
processing IFC data are available, such as IFCToolboX (Eurostep 2002), ifcplusplus (ifcPlusPlus
2015), Java Toolbox IFC2x3/IFC4 (IFC Tools Project 2013), Open IFC tools (Open IFC Tools
2010), and JSDAI (LKSoftWare GmbH 2017). The rationale behind most such programming
resources is enabling direct access of IFC entities by compiling the entity definitions from the IFC
schemas into usable classes in the corresponding programming language. While some resources
only provide the compiled classes, a family of tools implementing the Standard Data Access
Interface (SDAI) also provide utilities for compiling IFC schemas. IFC schemas are defined in the
STEP language, and STEP application protocols are defined using EXPRESS language. SDAI is
the application programming interface (API) to EXPRESS defined data therefore inherently
suitable for processing IFC data. In fact, general SDAI operations are registered as international
standard ISO 10303-22 (STEP Tools 2017). SDAI has been implemented in C, C++, and Java
programming languages and is under development for Python programming language (STEP
Tools 2017; STEPcode 2017). JSDAI is the implementation of SDAI in Java programming
language and was used in several earlier studies (Zhang and El-Gohary 2015).
PROPOSED APPROACH
The author proposes an empirical data-driven approach to achieving systematic
understanding of specifications that explain entities and attributes in an IFC schema. As shown in
Figure 4, the approach takes (1) IFC data, and (2) due diligence in experimental testing, to produce
systematic understanding of the IFC schema, while at the same time byproduct in the form of BIM
utilities or tools is generated. Therefore, the author named it DSD approach because it combines
Data, Schema, and due Diligence. The byproduct is closely tied with the systematic understanding,
which can serve as a verification of the understanding as well as records for others to repeat such
verification. The DSD approach can also be interpreted as Data-drive Software Development
approach from the perspective of the generated byproduct software. The experimental testing is
conducted in a bootstrapping manner: it starts with a small data sample to gain understanding of a
small portion of entities in the IFC schema, and keeps expanding itself by iteratively testing more
and more entity definitions in the IFC schema and accumulating knowledge and understanding
correspondingly. Because entities in the IFC data are interconnected, the understanding of different
parts of the IFC schema also serves as verifications of each other. In this iterative testing and
accumulation process, earlier understanding may be adjusted or in some cases overturned in later
4
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steps, which unsurprisingly mirrors a general phenomenon in knowledge discovery in any
scientific domain.

Figure 4. Proposed approach for systematic understanding of IFC standard
EXPERIMENT
To test the proposed approach, an experiment was conducted on understanding geometric
representations of the IFC2X3_TC1 schema (buildingSMART 2007). The experiment started with
a simple bridge model with one deck and four piers (of cone frustum shape) created by Mandava
and Zhang (2016). To support the visualization, Java 3D (Java3d 2012) was used. JSDAI
(LKSoftWare GmbH 2017) was used to access entity information in an IFC model. Figure 5 shows
partial data for representing the geometry of one pier in the bridge. For a holistic understanding of
the Cartesian points used in this geometric representation, these points were manually extracted
and visualized in a dynamic gaming environment which allows a constant change of perspectives
in a first-person view (Figure 6). It was observed that sixteen Cartesian points were used to
represent the top surface (of circle shape) of the cone frustum and sixteen Cartesian points were
used to represent the bottom surface (of circle shape) of the cone frustum. Based on this
observation, further analysis was conducted where each entity used in this geometric
representation was looked up in the specifications provided by buildingSMART (buildingSMART
2007). The following understanding was obtained: a IfcBuildingElementProxy has nine attributes
among which the seventh attribute is its representation, the representation can use
IfcProductDefinitionShape; each IfcProductDefinitionShape has three attributes among which the
third attribute is a list of representations [e.g., (#41, #42)], a representation can use
IfcShapeRepresentation; each IfcShapeRepresentation has four attributes among which the fourth
attribute is a set of representation item(s), a representation item can use IfcFacetedBrep (e.g., #40);
each IfcFacetedBrep has one attribute which is the outer boundary, an outer boundary can use
IfcClosedShell (e.g., #307); each IfcClosedShell has one attribute which is a set of faces, a face
can use IfcFace (e.g., #393); each IfcFace has one attribute which is a set of bounds, a bound can
use IfcFaceOuterBound (e.g., #392); each IfcFaceOuterBound has two attributes among which the
first attribute is the bound, the bound can use IfcPolyLoop (e.g., #391); each IfcPolyLoop has one
attribute which is a list of Cartesian points depicting the vertices of the poly loop (e.g., #327); each
IfcCartesianPoint has one attribute which is a list of its xyz coordinates. To verify this
understanding, a visualization algorithm was developed correspondingly to visualize the geometry
of the bridge pier which was programmed in Java 3D. The visualization results using the algorithm
in comparison with a commercial tool are shown in Figure 7. This verifies the understanding of
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the IFC entities described above. Figure 8 shows the flowchart of the main processes in the
algorithm for visualization.

Figure 5. Partial data representing geometry of a simple bridge pier

Figure 6. Observation of Cartesian points in a game engine
The visualization algorithm was directly applied to the whole bridge (i.e., one deck and
four piers). A bird eye view of the visualization results is shown in Figure 9. Observation found
that the geometries of the five components appeared correct, but the relative positions between the
components appeared problematic. An analysis was conducted which showed the dislocation
problem was due to the lack of implementation of “local placement” information which was
provided by IfcLocalPlacement.

Figure 7. Visualization of a cone frustum shape: verification through comparative
observation
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outer

Figure 8. Flowchart of visualization algorithm

Figure 9. Bird’s-eye view visualization of a deck and four piers
Each IfcLocalPlacement has two attributes: the first attribute is “PlacementRelTo” which
defines a reference for the local placement; the second attribute is “RelativePlacement” which
defines the translation and rotation parameters for the transformations from the reference. The
“RelativePlacement” is usually defined by an IfcAxis2Placement3D. An algorithm for addressing
the transformation was developed which extracts translation and rotation parameters from an
IfcAxis2Placement3D and applied them to the reference. When the reference is another
IfcLocalPlacement, this process is iterated again. The iteration ends when the reference is empty
(i.e., using default world coordinate). After incorporating this transformation algorithm into the
visualization algorithm, the visualization result of the bridge appeared correct (Figure 10). The
experiment was continued on the Duplex Apartment Data, where understanding of more entities
were obtained and verified using testing algorithm developed based on the understanding.

Figure 10. Visualization of the simple bridge
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Through the experiment, systematic understanding of 62 entities in IFC related to
geometric representations were obtained (Figure 11).

Figure 11. IFC entities covered in the systematic understanding
Based on the understanding the visualization algorithm was extended which successfully
visualized the walls, windows, doors, furnishing elements, stairs and railings, footings, slabs, and
coverings in the Duplex Apartment Data. Figure 12 shows the comparison of the visualization
results with results from a commercial IFC viewer. Such comparison can straightforwardly verify
if the understanding and corresponding processing algorithms of the IFC entities were correct. In
the visualization, certain elements (e.g., furnishing elements) were using arbitrary colors because
no color assignment was found in the data. While there are small differences in terms of texture
and lighting usage, it was not the focus of this study as the author focused on geometric
representations. Nevertheless, color data were used when detected in the IFC data, such as the
color of the exterior walls and roof.

Figure 12. Visualization of the Duplex Apartment Data: verification through comparative
observation
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CONCLUSION
In this study, an empirical data-driven approach was proposed to support systematic
understanding of IFC entity definitions. The approach takes (1) IFC data, and (2) due diligence in
experimental testing, to produce systematic understanding of the IFC schema, while byproduct is
generated in the form of BIM utilities or tools. The systematic understanding is obtained through
iterative experimental testing in a bootstrap manner. To test the proposed approach, an experiment
was conducted which started with a simple bridge IFC model and expanded to the open Duplex
Apartment Data model provided by the National Institute of Building Sciences. Systematic
understanding of 62 IFC entities were obtained and a byproduct of visualization algorithm was
created. The visualization algorithm successfully processed and visualized the bridge model and
the Duplex Apartment Data model. Through comparison of the visualization results with results
from a commercial BIM viewer, the systematic understanding was verified. Such systematic
understanding of IFC entities is important not only from the practical BIM application
development perspective, but also for supporting future BIM research in many areas such as
construction operation automation, where geometric information of BIM objects is critical.
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